
DJ CEO Ignites a Hip Hop Renaissance with the
Resurgence of DJ Mixtapes

DJ CEO Hard at Work

With a string of hit tracks and high-profile

partnerships under his belt, DJ CEO is

poised to make a lasting impact on the

hip hop landscape.

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, April 1, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Los Angeles, CA -

April 1, 2024 - DJ CEO, the trailblazing

force behind the revival of DJ mixtapes

in hip hop, is set to redefine the music

landscape yet again with his latest

projects and collaborations.

In a whirlwind year marked by

explosive collaborations with industry

heavyweights like Lil Wayne, Gucci

Mane, Rick Ross, and Bryson Tiller, DJ

CEO has solidified his status as a

powerhouse in the music scene. His

electrifying track "Hurry Up & Buy"

resonated with audiences worldwide,

catapulting him into the spotlight and setting the stage for his meteoric rise.

Ending 2023 on a high note with a legendary New Year’s Eve event featuring the iconic adult

content creator Daizha Morgann, also known as Octobooty, DJ CEO laid the groundwork for an

even more ambitious 2024. His debut mixtape/compilation album, "Street Gods Vol 1", is a

testament to his unparalleled talent and unwavering commitment to pushing the boundaries of

hip hop.

Featuring collaborations with luminaries such as Lil Wayne, Spice 1, Yo Gotti, Travis Ford, and

many others, "Street Gods Vol 1" is a sonic journey that pays homage to the genre's roots and

mixtape DJs before him like DJ Drama, Funkmaster Flex, and DJ Skribble while propelling it into

the future. But DJ CEO’s creative endeavors don’t stop there.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.instagram.com/dj_ceo.official/


"Street Gods Vol 1" on ALL streaming platforms

DJ CEO is a Visionary DJ and Influencer in the Hip Hop

Industry

With upcoming projects including the

highly anticipated EP "The Doggilation"

alongside hip hop icon Snoop Dogg, as

well as the forthcoming album

"#RapLivesMatter," DJ CEO is poised to

dominate airwaves and playlists alike.

Furthermore, his partnership with Los

Angeles heavyweight Travis Ford

promises a slew of innovative music

and projects, cementing DJ CEO’s

status as a visionary collaborator and

industry disruptor.

Most recently, DJ CEO unveiled two

electrifying tracks: "Can Do" featuring

Sean Kingston, BTH Blaze, and Caddy

Mac, and "Well Recognized"

showcasing emerging talents alongside

the legendary Juvenile and top Los

Angeles artists Travis Ford, Moneybag

Rose, and DrummeR Beezy.

As he gears up to host the mixtape for

the prestigious 2024 West Coast Hip

Hop Awards, DJ CEO shows no signs of

slowing down, proving that his passion

for the craft and dedication to the

culture are unmatched.

Follow DJ CEO on social media for the

latest updates and releases:

Instagram: @dj_ceo.official

Join the movement and witness the

resurgence of DJ mixtapes in hip hop

with DJ CEO leading the charge.

About DJ CEO:

DJ CEO is a visionary DJ and hip hop

curator based in Los Angeles, known for his groundbreaking collaborations and innovative



approach to music. With a string of hit tracks and high-profile partnerships under his belt, DJ

CEO is poised to make a lasting impact on the hip hop landscape.
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